Detections of gravitational wave (GW) stimulate the discussion of how GWs propagate in the expanding Universe. General relativity predicts that GWs are massless and propagate at the speed of light with no extra friction term, which relates to the attenuation of GWs, while some modified gravities may predict a different behavior. The mass and speed terms can be tightly constrained by the GW150914-like and GW170817/GRB 170817A events, respectively. However, the friction term remaining unconstrained. In this paper, we quantize the nonstandard propagating gravitational waves with nonzero friction term in the cosmological background, and study the influence of the friction term on the GW luminosity distance in quantum level, and the initial conditions of perturbations given by inflation. We find the quantum nature of the difference between GW and electromagnetic luminosity distance is graviton particle number non-conservation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, gravitational waves (GWs) have been detected [1] [2] [3] , and become a powerful tool to explore cosmology [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and gravity theory [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In general relativity, the linearized Einstein equation shows GWs are massless and propagate at the speed of light with no friction term. However, in some modified gravities that used to explain the cosmological late-time acceleration, the equation of motion of GWs may be different and can be generally written as [22] [23] [24] [25] 
where˙≡ d/dt, H is the Hubble parameter, m g denotes the mass, c T denotes the speed, and n denotes the friction term. The attenuation of GWs depends on the value of n, which is similar to the friction term in the classical mechanics. So, we name n as the friction term as did in [26] . In general relativity, m g = 0, c T = 1 and n = 0.
There are many different approaches to constrain m g (see [27, 28] for reviews). For example, the gravitational potential of a point source in massive gravity is the Yukawa potential, and thus observations about gravitational bound systems can be used to constrain m g [29] [30] [31] . Ground-based detection of GWs could constrain the graviton mass because nonzero m g makes the speed of GWs depends on the frequency [32, 33] . All of these bounds are quite tight (m g < 10 −20 eV), and we assume m g = 0 hereafter. In addition, primordial GW could also be a possible probe to constrain m g if detected [34] .
To constrain the speed of GWs, one can directly compare the arrival time difference with distance between different ground-based detectors [35, 36] . However, this bound is very weak. The tightest bound comes from the binary neutron star merger signals, which give c T = 1 ± O(10 −15 ) [37] . We assume c T = 1 hereafter. In addition, primordial GW could also be a possible probe to constrain c T if detected [38] [39] [40] .
An observable effect of the friction term is that the GW luminosity distance D in quantum level and the power spectrum of initial perturbations given by the inflationary theory, respectively. Our conclusions will be presented in Sec. V. Conventions: i = √ −1 and c = = 8πG = 1.
II. CANONICAL QUANTIZATION
In this section, we canonically quantize the nonstandard propagating field in order to explore the effects of the friction term on the quantum nature of the field. Our quantization procedure follows [53, 54] . We assume the Universe is described by the flat Friedmann-
Until now, we know the equation of motion of the field, i.e., Eq. (1) with m g = 0, c T = 1 and n = 0. However, it is not enough to quantize the field. We still need the Lagrangian density to define the conjugate momentum. In order to obtain the desired equation of motion, we find the Lagrangian density can be written as
where a 0 and n are constant, and φ denotes a real scalar field. Intuitively, L/ √ −g defined in Eq. (3) is not a scalar as the scale factor is expressed in the comoving time coordinate.
However, it is not hard to rewrite Eq. (3) in the manifestly covariant form. Fox example, we can replace the coefficient a n /a n 0 with ρ 0 /ρ, where ρ 0 is constant and ρ is the energy density of one certain type of perfect fluid with the equation of state w = p/ρ = −1 + n/3, which gives ρ ∝ a −3(w+1) = a −n for the FLRW metric. Note that ρ is a scalar and independent of φ. As we assumed the Universe is described by the flat FLRW metric, we can substitute ρ ∝ a −n into the Lagrangian density before using the variational method to derive the φ-field equations. Thus, it is reasonable to write down Eq. (3) directly. The discussion here indicates that the friction term is related to the non-minimal coupling of two different fields.
In this paper, we do not have to distinguish between the symbols of h i and φ because h i is also a real field and the propagations of GWs with different polarizations are independent of each other. a 0 is used to tuning the dimension of L. Variation of the action (S ≡ d 4 xL) with respect to the field gives
Taking a time coordinate transformation
we obtain
Eq. (5) applies to Sec. III, and we take a new time coordinate transformation in Sec. IV. Now, we start the canonical quantization. The mode expansion of the field operator can be written asφ
where H.C. denotes the Hermitian conjugate. The subscript of ψ k is k (not k) means the energy depends only on the modulus (not the direction) of the wave vector. Eq. (6) gives
The conjugate momentum operator iŝ
The canonical commutation relations are
which correspond to In order to define the vacuum, we can assume the expansion of the Universe is slow enough in a certain period of time (equivalently, the modulus of the wave vector that we are considering is large enough, i.e., the wavelength is short). This assumption allows us to define some concepts in the curved spacetime with the help of the classical quantum field theory (Minkowski metric), and to omitȧ-like terms in the following calculations. Based on the classical quantum field theory, we know if ψ k only contain the negative frequency component, thenâ k is the annihilation operator, i.e.,â k |0 = 0, which also defines the vacuum. For the pure negative frequency component, Eqs. (8) and (11b) give
where the temporal angular frequency ω k = k/a, and the second line used Eq. (5) and omitted a possible phase difference as it is unnecessary at here.
As did in [54] (see Eq. (3.21) in [54] ), we still need to find the expression of the field operator in the physical coordinates. The rescaled physical coordinate y = ax, the physical momentum p = k/a, and the physical frequency ω p = p (= ω k ). As in the classical quantum field theory, we require the physical creation and annihilation operators satisfy
a † p |0 means a monochromatic wave with physical momentum p. Comparing Eq. (13) with Eq. (11a), and recalling the scaling property of the Dirac delta function, we obtain
This is same as the result in [54] . Note that, in principle,â p andâ k are two different operators. Here we use the same symbolâ, and one can distinguish them from the subscripts.
Substituting Eqs. (12) and (14) into Eq. (7), we obtain
where py = ω p t − p · y. Except for one coefficient a n/2 0 /a n/2 , Eq. (15) is identical to the results in the standard propagating case [54] . As in the classical quantum field theory, the particle number density operatorρ(x) =φ † (x)φ(x) [53] . Thus, the coefficient a n/2 0 /a n/2 means the total particle number N ∝ a −n with the expansion of the Universe. Note that, this conclusion only holds for the case of slow expansion (or equivalently short wavelength), because Eq. (15) only holds for this case.
In order to complete the quantum field theory in curved spacetime for the nonstandard propagating fields, here we discuss the influence of the friction term on the cosmological particle creation. For the standard propagating fields, [55] [56] [57] [58] first pointed out that the expansion of the Universe could create particles from the vacuum. The analog of this phenomenon in the black hole case is the famous Hawking radiation [59, 60] . For the nonstandard propagating case, as in [54] , we assume
where a 1 and a 2 are positive constant. The expansion of the Universe is specified as a = a(τ ).
The general mode expansion of the field operator is Eq. 
where ω k,1 = k/a 1 . This can be regarded as the boundary condition in our calculation. The analysis are performed in the Heisenberg picture, where the state is fixed and the operator is evolving with time. We denote |0 i as the vacuum state at τ = −∞, and this state is fixed with time increasing.â k is the annihilation operator at τ = −∞ meansâ k |0 i = 0, and this equality holds for any time. Note that, the operator is evolving in Heisenberg picture does not meansâ k depends on time, and all the time dependence are including in ψ k . When τ → +∞, the mode expansion can be written aŝ
where ω k,2 = k/a 2 , andÂ k is the annihilation operator at τ = +∞. Then the number density of the cosmological created particles at τ = +∞ is
To calculate n k , we need to find the relation betweenÂ k andâ k . When τ → +∞, the general solution of ψ k is
The expressions of α k and β k can be obtained from solving Eq. (8) (20) into Eq. (7), and regrouping the negative and positive frequency components, we obtain
which is identical to Eq. (3.25) in [54] . Substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (19), we obtain
III. GW LUMINOSITY DISTANCE: PARTICLE APPROACH
GW observations provide a direct way to determine the GW luminosity distance D (gw) L , and thus to constrain the cosmological parameters [4, 5] . GW170817 is the first example of measuring the Hubble constant in this way [6, 9] , and high precision measurements are possible in the near future [7, 8] . In generally relativity, D in the classical field approach. In this section, we revisit the GW luminosity distance in particle approach.
The wavelength of GW170817-like signals is much smaller than the cosmological scale, which means the results obtained in the previous section under slow expansion assumption apply here. So, the quantum nature of D
is that the number of graviton particles is not conserved, and the total number N (g) ∝ a −n . Following the work of [52, 61] that calculated D (em) L in particle approach, we obtain
where we used the classical redshift relation 1 + z = a today /a. Eq. (22) shows if n > 0, then
, which means the source looks dimmer in the GW channel than in the EM channel. This is consistent with the results obtained in the classical field approach, where a positive n attenuates the GWs faster and makes the source dimmer. Quantitatively, Eq. (22) is consistent with the results that presented in [23, 45] . As discussed in [45] , LIGO cannot provide tight constraints on n, but LISA can constrain n with an error σ n ≈ 0.13 in 5 years' operation.
IV. INFLATION: INITIAL CONDITIONS
Inflation is proposed to solve the horizon and flatness problems that exist in the classical Big Bang cosmology [62] . An inborn ability of the inflationary theory is to naturally present the nearly-scale-invariant spectrum of perturbations, which is the initial conditions of cosmic inhomogeneities [63] [64] [65] . In this section, we explore the influence of the friction term on initial spectrum of perturbations. Especially, we focus on the tensor perturbations.
The inflation background is assumed to be the de Sitter Universe
where t 1 is the start time of inflation, a 1 is the value of the scale factor at t = t 1 , and H i is the Hubble parameter. We denote the end time of inflation as t 2 , and a 2 = a(t 2 ). The size of causally connected region during inflation is
We denote the size of the EM observable Universe at today as ∆x 34 . In order to solve the horizon and flatness problems, we require a 2 /a 1 exp (60) Recalling the factor e ik·x appears in the Fourier transformation and the anisotropy size of the cosmic microwave background radiations, we know k∆x 34 ≈ 100 gives the characteristic value of the wave number that we are observing. Thus, the following approximations
are reasonable in the perturbation analysis at here.
Quantum fluctuation is the source of initial perturbations. The equation of motion is Eq.
(4), and the mode expansion of the field operator is still Eq. (7). Here, we take a new time coordinate transformation
and then
After taking the above time coordinate transformation and a function transformation (ψ k = ψ k /a 1+n/2 ), the field equation can be written as 
where C 1 and C 2 are constant, the definition of the Whittaker M/W function can be found in Appendix A, andτ = τ − 1/(a 1 H i ). As all the k we are considering can be easily causally connected during the early stage of inflation 2 , the boundary condition at here should be (see Eq. (12) for the coefficient)
Combined Eq. (30) and the results in Appendix B, we obtain
where Γ(z) is the gamma function, and the last line used Eq. (25), which means lim t→t 2 |kτ | ≪ 1, and Eq. (41) in Appendix C. Thus the power spectrum
which shows the friction term would influence the spectrum index. The above calculations apply to the tensor perturbations, and the results provide a possibility to constrain n through the detection of primordial GWs. For n = 0, Eq. (33) recovers the classical result [64] . For n = 0, Eq. (33) is consistent with the result obtain in [66] , although the calculation details are slightly different.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we quantize the nonstandard propagating gravitational waves with nonzero friction term. The widely discussed inequality D As in [67] , the Whittaker equation reads
and two linear independent solutions are
where the confluent hypergeometric function
In the following calculations, we will use the software Maple, in which WhittakerM(λ, µ, z) ≡ M λ,µ (z) and WhittakerW(λ, µ, z) ≡ W λ,µ (z).
B. Asymptotic behavior of the Whittaker solutions at the beginning of inflation
In Sec. IV, we obtain the solution Eq. (29). Here we study the behavior of this solution when τ → 0. In addition, we assume |n| O(1), i.e., the value of n is not far away from zero. We are unable to directly obtain the final results for the general n. So, we start from some special n. With the help of Maple, we obtain 
The above results indicate lim τ →0
W 0,(3+n)/2 (2ikτ ) = e −ikτ (40) holds for n > −3. However, the examples presented in Eq. (39) are just for the even n. Here we numerically verify Eq. (40) for the decimal n. We denote k = n 1 a 1 H i and τ = 1/(n 2 a 1 H i ), and the approximations used before correspond to n 1 ≫ 1 and n 2 ≫ 1.
We define ∆(n, n 1 , n 2 ) = W 0,(3+n)/2 (2ikτ ) − e −ikτ . Using Maple, one can easily verify lim n 1 ,n 2 →+∞ ∆(n, n 1 , n 2 ) = 0 for n = ±0.1, 0.2, 0.3, · · · . This results indicate Eq. (40) holds for the decimal n. Our proof for Eq. (40) is not mathematically rigorous. But the evidences that provided to support Eq. (40) are quite convincing, and we think the result is mathematically correct. 
where the last equality used µ > 0, which corresponds to n > −3 in Sec. IV.
